RESTORATION OF OUR
1935 PACKARD 120 CONVERTIBLE COUPE

In 2000 we sold our 1924
Crossley which we had owned
for 15 years and began the hunt
for a car which would suit our
changing needs. Namely a car which would handle modern Auckland traffic and be motorable out
of town. An advert in Beaded Wheels sparked the
imagination and Brent, Brian Belcher and I set off
to view the Packard Roadster “Project “ in Whangarei.
A deal was struck and a couple of weeks later we
set off with a large trailer and a small truck to retrieve the booty. What had I done? A good sort
through the parts revealed that there was plenty of
mechanicals which were largely in good condition
ORIGINAL CAR IN NAPIER
but there were a few other parts missing, the major
one being the body, or at least 75% of it. The chassis and mechanicals were quickly restored with
the engine being left until later. In 2002 we decided to sell up and build a new house which put the
main project on hold for about four years, but there were still a lot of small parts going on in the background including making new hubcaps, handles, repairing lights etc , casting the trunk rack and fittings and most importantly building an English Wheel. New house done I started on the body with the
first task to be the cowl and windscreen then the floor and inner guards. A bit of practice and a crash
course via video and I was wheeling up panels in no time. Not all of them made it on to the car but as
it progressed I became quite pleased with the results. I would have to say that no part of the car so
far has been easy but with perseverance and attention to detail you seem to get there in the end.
The doors have by far been the most challenging. They needed to be lengthened by 5” and a new
panel created above the swage. The door frames needed the bottom halves rebuilding as they had
rusted away. I have also made the vent windows and the window frames.
This model has both a Boot and a Rumble seat and these are the final two panels to be completed.
After this the guards need to be repaired (not a huge job) and then final preparation for painting
I have recently imported a complete engine kit from Kanter and the machining work will begin shortly.
A new set of 700.16 W/W radials also sit on the shelf.
The picture at bottom of next page, which is off an
original 1935 Sales Brochure has been the driving
force. Having the use of Brian Taylor’s ‘38 and a drive
in Terry O’Leary’s ‘36 at Napier this year was also
very inspirational. Thanks Brian & Terry

THE PARTS!! SUE’S FAVOURITE

Dallas built his own wheeling
machine

We are working towards having the car at Art Deco Weekend in
Napier for 2010

………...Dallas & Sue McNeil
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AS FOUND IN WHANGAREI

Completed chassis waiting for engine and body

All panels from the windscreen back, and the floor,
have been wheeled up by Dallas on the wheeling
machine he made. What a wonderful job Dallas
has done so far - we cannot wait to see the finished car - Ed

The inspiration for the finished car
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A crowd scene in the Art Deco parade following Brent &
Lou’s 1937 115 conv’ coupe, taken through the window
of Malcolm & Terry Dean’s 1928 Reo Wolverine boattail.
Top Right: Brent & Lou Mathieson with their lovely 1937
115 conv’ coupe.

Dallas & Sue McNeil, with their
friends, Dennis & Shirley Williams
had the use of Brian Taylor’s 1938
110 Packard sedan for the weekend.

Graeme & Pam Giocometti’s 1934 Super 8
conv’ coupe above, with Nelson & Christine
Taylor’s 1933 Super 8 Victoria coupe below.

Right: 1939 Packard 110 sedan
belonging to Andy Lowe. The chap
on the right has recently purchased
Dennis Mitchell’s 1939 Packard
sedan.

Left: Brian & Margaret Taylor’s
1937 115 conv’ coupe.
Below, Val Flexman with Editor
Terry Dean.
Bottom left showing crowd
scene on Friday evening.
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The gals—Lou Mathieson &
Editor Terry.
Below: Lovely Bakelite dash
on ‘41 110 coupe

Terry O’Leary’s 1936 120 conv’ coupe and Steve Flexman’s 1939 120 conv’ coupe’
Left: Judith
Browning in
their 1927
Packard
Roadster.
Right:
Dean’s 1928
Reo Wolverine boattail
& Browning’s 1927
Packard.
Clockwise from right:
Richard & Clare Sainsbury’s 1938 V12 limo,
Stuart & Val Flexman’s
1941 160 conv’ coupe,
Stuart & Val with their
160, Hood ornament
on Mackereth 1941
110 coupe, Vaughn &
Helen Mackereth’s
1941 110 coupe
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The air-force Red Checkers aerobatic team provided wonderful displays over the weekend. We were privileged to have breakfast with one of the pilots, Dan, and his wife,
Paula, seen below right .
Neil McMillan’s 1939 at the
Niagara Falls (a local copy
of the Original) in the Catlins!!!

Right: Dallas McNeil &
Malcolm Dean enjoy a
drive in Terry O’Leary’s
1936 120 conv’ coupe.
Neville Smith and
Captain Murray Tuffen, Commanding
Officer of HMNZS
Resolution, which
berths at Napier each
Art Deco weekend,
sitting in his ’new
commission’ - our
1928 Reo Boattail.
He tell me his
‘Resolution’ commission has only a few
months to go. He
seemed more than happy to take command of this smaller craft!!! .. Ed

Queenstown Auto Show’
Our members—Tony and Jane Devereux won - 1st in the Vintage Section,(1927 343 roadster )
Robert and Lynette Duncan - 2nd in the Post Vintage section (1932 V12 Phaeton)
Also..Robert came 1st in the People’s Choice and
Tony 2nd in People’s Choice. Congratulations.
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This very useful technical article reproduced from ‘The Packard Cormorant’ magazine Autumn 1995—number 80
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